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Abstract: COVID-19 comes from a large family of viruses identi�ed in 1965; to
date, seven groups have been recorded which have been found to affect humans.
In the healthcare industry, there is much evidence that Al or machine learning
algorithms can provide effective models that solve problems in order to predict
con�rmed cases, recovered cases, and deaths. Many researchers and scientists
in the �eld of machine learning are also involved in solving this dilemma,
seeking to understand the patterns and characteristics of virus attacks, so
scientists may make the right decisions and take speci�c actions. Furthermore,
many models have been considered to predict the Coronavirus outbreak, such
as the retro prediction model, pandemic Kaplan’s model, and the neural fore-
casting model. Other research has used the time series-dependent face book
prophet model for COVID-19 prediction in India’s various countries. Thus,
we proposed a prediction and analysis model to predict COVID-19 in Saudi
Arabia. The time series dependent face book prophet model is used to �t
the data and provide future predictions. This study aimed to determine the
pandemic prediction of COVID-19 in Saudi Arabia, using the Time Series
Analysis to observe and predict the coronavirus pandemic’s spread daily or
weekly. We found that the proposed model has a low ability to forecast the
recovered cases of the COVID-19 dataset. In contrast, the proposed model
of death cases has a high ability to forecast the COVID-19 dataset. Finally,
obtaining more data could empower the model for further validation.

Keywords: COVID-19; time series analysis; prediction; face book prophet
model; python

1 Introduction

COVID-19 comes from a large family of viruses identi�ed in 1965; to date, seven groups
have been recorded which have been found to affect humans. These viruses have three geno-
types, which are alpha, beta, and gamma. They are considered zoonotic diseases because the
natural reservoirs of these diseases are mammals and birds [1,2]. In 2002 and 2003, severe acute
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respiratory syndrome (SARS) led to epidemics [2]. Also, the Middle East respiratory syndrome
(MERS) caused an pandemic in Saudi Arabia in 2012 [3]; and more recently, the newest variant
Coronavirus Disease-2019 (COVID-19) has led to the recent pandemic in Saudi Arabia and across
the world [4]. COVID-19 causes a direct and indirect transmission of respiratory diseases with a
wide range of symptoms, including cold symptoms, respiratory/fever symptoms, cough, shortness
of breath, kidney failure, and even death [5]. In the healthcare industry, there is much evidence
that Al or machine learning algorithms can provide effective models that solve problems in order
to predict con�rmed cases, recovered cases and deaths. Many researchers and scientists in the
�eld of machine learning are also involved in solving this dilemma, seeking to understand the
patterns and characteristics of virus attacks, so scientists may make the right decisions and take
speci�c actions [6]. Furthermore, many models have been considered to predict the Coronavirus
outbreak such as the retro prediction model, pandemic Kaplan’s model and the neural forecasting
model [7]. Other research has used the time series-dependent face book prophet Model for
COVID-19 prediction in various countries such as India [8,9]. Thus, we proposed a prediction
and analysis model to predict the COVID-19 in Saudi Arabia, the time series dependent face
book prophet Model is used to �t the data and provide future predictions. We used FB Prophet
Model to forecast for the coming days based on con�rmed, recovered and death data, and observe
COVID 19 separately: daily, weekly and seasonally.

Predication of the COVID-19 pandemic is attracting the attention of many researchers in
diverse �elds globally. For example, in China, researchers [10] have attempted to generate the pan-
demic curve, gathered data about population migration pre-and post-23rd January and the most
updated COVID-19 epidemiological data. Then, they put the gathered data into the Susceptible-
Exposed-Infectious-Removed (SEIR) model so that they can see the pandemic curve. Furthermore,
to predict the pandemic, they used an arti�cial intelligence (AI) approach, trained on the old data
(2003 SARS); in their method, a daily base epidemiological data of the COVID-19 was retrieved
from the National Health Commission of China. The migration index is based on a web-based
program. Then they obtained time series data by setting the sequence length time sliding window
step. Using time slice data, the Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) model was used as input
for training, looping the training 500 times, and saving the trained LSTM model. The number
of new cases was entered into the trained LSTM model to obtain a national forecast for new
cases. Moreover, other research [11] con�rmed that the SEIR system can be used to simulate
the infectious-disease spread. However, in [12] the researchers declared that even though there
are many models to predict the pandemic, these prediction models have shown a wide range of
variations. This, re�ects that predictions using more complex models may not be more reliable
than using a simpler model, and non-identi�ability in model calibrations using the con�rmed-case
data is the main reason for such wide variations [12]. Using the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) for model selection, it has been shown that the SIR model performs much better than
an SEIR model representing the con�rmed-case data’s information. Furthermore, in [11] research
highlights that the outbreak spreads are largely in�uenced by each country’s policy and degree of
social responsibility. In the next section, this research methodology will be explained.

This paper will present the methodology and simulation results, and end with the conclusion.

2 Methodology

Prediction has to go through a variety of phases. Fig. 1 shows the prediction Tools that have
been used in this paper.
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Figure 1: Prediction tools in this paper

Figure 2: Prediction process diagram

In order to predict Coronavirus disease (COIVD-19) we will use the Time Series Analysis
using face book prophet Model [13] which is an open-source library developed by Facebook,
designed for making forecasts for time series datasets and using forecasting tools available in
Python. This enables us to observe and predict the spread of the coronavirus pandemic on a daily
or weekly basis [13]. We conducted the �rst steps of data analysis by reading the dataset and
cleaning the dataset of missing values and outliers. Thus, for making the analysis and prediction
in our work the six python libraries are ‘numpy,’ ‘Pandas,’ ‘Matplotlib,’ ‘Datetime,’ ‘sklearn.metrics’
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and ‘prophet.’ Furthermore, we use Kaggle environment1 because it allows users to �nd and
publish data sets, explore and build models in a web-based data-science environment, work with
other data scientists and machine learning engineers, and enter competitions to solve data science
challenges. Thus, we used Kaggle for the overall analysis. The basic steps involved in prediction
process are (see Fig. 2).

3 Results and Discussion

Analyzing the data of the con�rmed, recovered, and death cases in Saudi Arabia, the total
number of con�rmed cases in the dataset had totaled 36,827, the number of recovered cases
totaled 28487 and the number of death cases totaled 3167 for Saudi Arabia as a whole as shown
in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Number of COVID-19 cases in Saudi Arabia

Con�rmed Recovered Death

Total 36,827 28487 3167

Fig. 3 depicts the number of Daily Cases: inactive, con�rmed, recovered and death cases are
shown. The number of active cases is calculated by removing deaths and recoveries from total
cases, from which we get “currently infected cases.” Fig. 3 shows the number active cases has
signi�cantly changed from May to August with a noted decrease, con�rmed, recovered and death
cases change relatively daily.

Figure 3: Visualizing of Saudi Arabia COVID-19 cases

We have used the tail function to return the last 5 rows of con�rmed cases in the dataset and
to get the results in Tab. 2 that show the Con�rmed Cases.

1 https://www.kaggle.com

https://www.kaggle.com
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Table 2: Con�rmed cases

Date time Number of con�rmed cases

2020-08-04 09:00:00 608
2020-08-05 09:00:00 520
2020-08-06 09:00:00 499
2020-08-07 09:00:00 606
2020-08-08 09:00:00 480

As shown in Tab. 2, the number of con�rmed cases in the dataset that cover a period of
�ve days (from August 04-2020 to August 08-2020). Furthermore, to obtain more results for
forecasting time series a forecasting approach used.

The prediction function used to predict con�rmed cases of COVID-19; we adopted the time
series forecasting approach and predicted the number of con�rmed cases in the coming days.
The forecasting for September and the beginning of October 2020. Tab. 3 shows the forecasting
of con�rmed cases of COVID-19 starting from 26-09-2020 until to 30-09-2020 in Saudi Arabia,
Tab. 4 shows the forecasting of con�rmed cases for the coming days slightly lower than the actual
values based on the adopted approach.

Table 3: Forecasting of con�rmed cases in September using time series forecasting approach

Predicted date time Forecasted value
of con�rmed cases

Minimum prediction Maximum prediction

2020-09-26 02:23:17 213.630583 209.014911 218.213109
2020-09-27 02:23:17 217.433782 212.971355 222.197139
2020-09-28 02:23:17 218.107138 213.605351 222.760653
2020-09-29 02:23:17 220.107421 215.276659 224.687944
2020-09-30 02:23:17 220.054835 215.429638 224.897146

Table 4: Forecasting of con�rmed cases in October using time series forecasting approach

Predicted date time Forecasted value
of con�rmed cases

Minimum prediction Maximum prediction

2020-10-01 02:23:17 219.130674 214.751708 224.050855
2020-10-02 02:23:17 225.701827 220.842244 230.000711
2020-10-03 02:23:17 221.577463 216.550073 226.002942
2020-10-04 02:23:17 225.380662 220.720845 230.098293
2020-10-05 02:23:17 226.054018 221.433560 230.343428

Tab. 4 shows the forecasting of con�rmed cases of COVID-19 and starting from 1-10-2020
until 05-10-2020 the predicted values in Saudi Arabia. Tab. 3 shows forecasting of con�rmed cases
for the coming days with the cases are increasing and decreasing of the starting of October and
the cases increasing of 4 & 5 October 2020. The predicted values are slightly lower than the
Actual values.
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Fig. 4 shows that at the end of March there was a decrease in the number of cases; Prophet
plotted the observed values of our time series (the black dots) and the forecasted values (blue
line) from March 2020 until October 2020.

Figure 4: Prediction of con�rmed cases for coming days

Fig. 5 shows the weekly analysis of con�rmed cases of COVID-19, the weekly analysis shows
a decrease on Thursday and Saturday, and an increase on Friday.

Figure 5: The weekly analysis of con�rmed cases
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As can be seen in Fig. 6, the orange line represents predicted values and the blue line is for
the actual values. The plot shows an upward or a downward direction for represents con�rmed
cases, and this shows that the predicted and actual values appear to be reasonably convergent. In
Tab. 5, R-squared, mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE) are used to evaluate
the performance of the model. The study results show the model as below.

Figure 6: Comparison between actual and predicted value

Table 5: Performance metrics

R-Squared value 0.712
Mean square error value 12.96
Mean absolute error value 2.72

The R-squared value of 0.71 is good, the MSE value of 12.96 is large and the MAE value
of 2.72, for the metrics MSE and MAE the values closer to zero is better.

The tail function has been used to return the last 5 rows of recovered cases in the dataset
and to get the results in Tab. 6 that show the Recovered Cases:

Table 6: Recovered cases

Date time Number of recovered cases

2020-08-04 09:00:00 428
2020-08-05 09:00:00 495
2020-08-06 09:00:00 530
2020-08-07 09:00:00 424
2020-08-08 09:00:00 546

Tab. 6 shows number of recovered cases in the dataset from August 04-2020 to August
08-2020.

And for predict recovered cases of COVID-19, we adopt the time series forecasting approach
and we utilize it to predict the number of recovered cases in the coming days. The forecasting for
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September and the beginning of October 2020. Tab. 5 shows the forecasting of recovered cases
of COVID-19 starting from 26-09-2020 until to 30-09-2020 in Saudi Arabia. Tab. 7 shows the
forecasting of recovered cases for the coming days is much less than the actual values.

Table 7: Forecasting of recovered cases in September

Predicted date time Forecasted value
of recovered cases

Minimum prediction Maximum prediction

2020-09-26 02:23:17 62.266038 59.865941 64.555041
2020-09-27 02:23:17 58.431114 56.112159 60.756992
2020-09-28 02:23:17 58.971275 56.665274 61.201644
2020-09-29 02:23:17 58.193282 55.837696 60.668504
2020-09-30 02:23:17 59.829718 s 57.621475 62.171557

Tab. 8 shows the forecasting of con�rmed cases of COVID-19 starting from 1-10-2020
until 05-10-2020 with the predicted values of con�rmed cases in Saudi Arabia. Tab. 8 shows
the forecasting of con�rmed cases for the coming days predicting that cases are increasing in
October 2020.

Table 8: Forecasting of recovered cases in October

Predicted date time Forecasted value
of recovered cases

Minimum prediction Maximum prediction

2020-10-01 02:23:17 58.490883 56.216729 60.705838
2020-10-02 02:23:17 58.357825 56.068140 60.622396
2020-10-03 02:23:17 64.424263 62.056137 66.725762
2020-10-04 02:23:17 60.589339 58.325613 63.090618
2020-10-05 02:23:17 61.129500 58.733421 63.568489

Also, for predict recovered cases of COVID-19, we undertake a time series forecasting
approach and predict the number of recovered cases in the coming days. We considered the
period for September and October 2020. Fig. 7 shows the number of recovered cases is increasing
every day.

Fig. 8 indicate weekly analysis of recovered cases the weekly analysis was reduced on
Friday and grew on Saturday signi�cantly. On the remaining days it was increasingly and
decreasingly converging.

As we can see in Fig. 9, the orange line represents predicted values and the blue line shows the
actual values. The plot shows an upward or a downward direction representing recovered cases.
The predicted and actual value appear to be very convergent. The R-squared, mean square error
(MSE), mean absolute error (MAE) are used in Tab. 9 to evaluate the performance of the model.
The study results show the model as below.

An R-squared value of 0.49, the MSE value of 3.24 and the MAE value of 0.96, for an
r-squared the values closer to one is better and for the MSE and MAE the values closer to zero
is better.
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Figure 7: Prediction of recovered cases for coming days

Figure 8: The weekly analysis of recovered cases

We have used tail function to returns the last 5 rows of death cases in the dataset and to get
the results in Tab. 10 that show the Death Cases.

Tab. 10 shows the number of death cases in the dataset from August 04-2020 to August
08-2020.

For predict death cases of COVID-19, we adopt the time series forecasting approach to
predict the number of deaths cases in the coming days. The forecasting for September and the
beginning of October 2020. Tab. 8 shows the forecasting of recovered cases of COVID-19 starting
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from 26-09-2020 until 30-09-2020 with the predicted values of recovered cases in Saudi Arabia.
Tab. 11 shows no forecasted COVID-19 deaths for the coming days.

Figure 9: Comparison between actual and predicted value of recovered cases

Table 9: Performance metrics

R-Squared value 0.496
Mean square error value 3.24
Mean absolute error value 0.96

Table 10: Death cases

Date time Number of death cases

2020-08-04 09:00:00 36
2020-08-05 09:00:00 35
2020-08-06 09:00:00 38
2020-08-07 09:00:00 37
2020-08-08 09:00:00 37

Table 11: Forecasting of death cases in September

Predicted date time Forecasted value
of deaths cases

Minimum prediction Maximum prediction

2020-09-26 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001
2020-09-27 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001
2020-09-28 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001
2020-09-29 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001
2020-09-30 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001
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Tab. 12 shows the forecasting of death cases of COVID-19 starting from 1-10-2020 until 05-
10-2020 in Saudi Arabia.

Table 12: Forecasting of death cases in October

Predicted date time Forecasted value of
deaths cases

Minimum prediction Maximum prediction

2020-10-01 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001
2020-10-02 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001
2020-10-03 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001
2020-10-04 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001
2020-10-05 02:23:17 0.0 −0.000001 0.000001

As you can see in the Fig. 10, the real values of our time series (the black dots) and the
forecasted values (the blue line), are not shown either in an upward or a downward direction.
Instead, it’s just a straight line, which forecasts no death cases for the coming days.

Figure 10: Prediction of death cases for coming days

As we can see in Fig. 11, the orange line represents predicted values and the blue line is for
the actual values. There is only the orange line, this is the period that we do not have the actual
data, which was built based on the blue line data, is forecasting these values. As we mentioned
above about the R-squared, mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE) to evaluate
the performance of the model. Thus, for the metrics MSE and MAE the values closer to zero
indicate the best performance of the evaluated model. For the metric R2, the best performance
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is observed when the values are close to one. The study results of the model are shown below
in Tab. 13.

The R-squared value of 1, the MSE and the MAE value of 0 are amazing at all.

Figure 11: Comparison between actual and predicted value of death cases

Table 13: Performance metrics

R-Squared value 1.0
Mean square error value 0.0
Mean absolute error value 0.0

4 Conclusion

The world is under the grasp of the COVID-19 virus, which has affected human lives
worldwide. Thus, early prediction of the coronavirus’s spread can facilitate the planning of nec-
essary actions from the government and people. In this work, we have shown the prediction of
COVID-19 by using a time series data technique based on the currently proposed dataset to
analyze the outbreak data of the COVID-19 virus. This paper proposed the utilization of a data
analysis approach for pandemic prediction. Results show that the proposed model has a low ability
to forecast the recovered cases of the COVID-19 dataset. In contrast, the proposed model of
death cases has a high ability to forecast the COVID-19 dataset. This con�rms that prediction is
not an easy journey for researchers and relies on the accuracy of the data sources and the data
�ow. This research’s constraints and limitations are that data was not guaranteed to be accurate,
and it wasn’t easy to get advance-related works due to the recent nature of COVID-19 related
data. So, related sources were limited. Further research needs to be conducted to utilize different
methods for further comparison.
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